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ABSTRACT

In a hypothetical fault sequence important effects of fuel-coolant

interactions include voiding and dispersion of core debris as well a s

the pressure damage usually discussed . The development of the fuel-coolant

interaction probably depends on any pre-mixing Weber break-up that may occur ,

and is therefore a function of the way the fuel and coolant come together . Four

contact modes are identified : jetting, shock tube, drops and static, and Culha m ' s

experiments have been mainly concerned with simulating the falling drop mode by -

using molten tin in water . It was observed that the fuel-coolant interaction i s

a short series of violent coolant oscillations centred at a localized positio n

on the drop, generating a spray of submillimeter sized debris . The interaction

started spontaneously at a specific time after the drop first contacted the

water . There was a definite limited fuel-coolant interaction zone on a plo t

of initial coolant temperature versus initial fuel temperature outside whic h

interactions never occurred . The. interaction time was a function of the initia l

temperatures .

Theoretical scaling formulae are given which describe the fuel-coolan t

interaction zone and dwell time . Bounds of fuel and coolant temperature below

which fuel-coolant interactions do not occur are explained by freezing . Upper

bounds of fuel and coolant temperatures above which there were no fuel-coolan t

interactions are interpreted in terms of heat transfer through vapour films o f

various thicknesses .
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INTRODUCTION

A fuel/coolant interaction involves the very rapid vaporization of a liquid

when it contacts another hot liquid . It has long been recognised that fuel-

coolant interactions are a potential hazard in a number of industries (1 )

notably the metal, paper, liquified gas and nuclear industries . A general

discussion of recent advances in understanding of the mechanism of the interaction

is given by Board
(26)

. In this paper we discuss its importance in the hypothetica l

LMFBR fault sequence, and some simulation experiments on self-triggering interactions .

Effects of fuel-coolant interactions that have been postulated in a

hypothetical fault sequence may be classified as follows :

(a) Shocks

Very rapid vaporization may lead to pressure transients causing shock damage .

(b) Slow overpressur e

On a longer timescale the vaporization may cause an overpressure in

the core and subsequent fuel movement . This could lead to

re-criticality . Also, the overpressure may eject coolant wit h

sufficient momentum to damage the primary containment .

(c) Voiding

The void left when sodium is expelled from the core may lead to an

unacceptable increase in reactivity .

(d) Dispersion

Fuel-coolant interactions involve the very rapid heat transfer from

fuel to coolant at a rate far greater than conventional rates . This

can only be achieved by an increase in interfacial surface area by

some feed-back process in which part of the mechanical energy i s

used to disperse more fuel . Area increases in the region of thre e

orders of magnitude often accompany fuel-coolant interaction s

and the final condition of the fuel is a very small particulat e

debris of minimum diameter of a few times 10-6m, most of the mas s

being agglomerations of 100 x 10 6m to 1000 x 10 6m. In a reactor

the debris of solidified core material could be transported by movin g

sodium to settle in stagnant regions . Thick layers of debris may

dry out by fission product decay heat and possibly melt th e

structure .

(e) Catcher Thermal Interaction

Internal catchers
(2)

have been proposed as a means of maintaining

control of molten material from a core . Their effectivenes s

may be influenced by fuel-coolant interactions at three stages :

when the molten core material is falling towards the catcher ; when

the molten core reaches the catcher coolant may be trappe d

between the molten core and the catcher leading to a Lon g
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, finally, when the core material is on the catcher ,io

n fuel-coolant interactions at the upper surface may cause dispersion .

The above list shows that it may be important to consider voiding and dispersion

produced by fuel-coolant interactions as well as the pressures . One can als o

classify types of fuel-coolant interaction in the hypothetical fault sequenc e

in terms of the conceivable modes of contact and relative motion of fue l

(i .e . molten core material) and coolant as follows :

(a) Jetting

One hypothetical mechanism for projecting jets of molten fuel into sodium

is failure of fuel during rapid heating when the failure preceeds boiling .

This mode may have a high potential efficiency in the reacto r

environment because the ratio of fuel to coolant thermal capacity i n

many cores is near to the value for the Hicks-Menzies
(4)

peak in

thermal efficiency, although it is possible that the rate of energy

production may be reduced by a limited jet flow rate .

(b) Shock Tube

In a sub-assembly a blockage may result in overheating, vapour

blanketing and dry-ont followed by melt down . Molten fuel may

be supported by solidified debris in the lower part of the cor e

and be subjected to sudden contact and mixing with high velocity

sodium returning to the core when the vapour bubble rises .

This is the configuration represented by the 'shock tube' experiments .

Since the maximum depth of molten fuel that can be involved at each impac t

is about equal to its diameter, the total energy available could b e

smaller than the jet case .

(d) Drops

Molten debris may emerge from the base of the core as drops ,

or even as a flood, falling towards the catcher . Free falling

drops in a coolant may then produce fuel-coolan t

interactions .

(,e) Static

When the drops reach the catcher there is, as discussed above ,

the possibility of Long type interactions at the lower surface o f

the molten debris and also interactions which may disperse fuel fro m

the upper surface . In both cases there is no initial movemen t

between the molten fuel and coolant .
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These fuel-coolant interaction types are listed in decreasing order of th e

violence of the initial mixing process which may cause - a certain amount of pre -

dispersion by Weber instability ( S ) . Subsequent dispersion to levels required t o

explain rapid heat transfer requires a trigger mechanism, and there is experimenta l

evidence that the mass and velocity of the pre-dispersed particles could t o

some extent determine the possibility of a trigger mechanism and consequen t

fuel-coolant interactions .

Various establishments in the UK have taken particular interest in experiment s

simulating one or other of these classes of thermal interaction. In this pape r

only the Culham simulation experiments on free falling drops are described .

2 . CULHAM EXPERIMENTS - APPARATUS

The object of the work is to try to understand the physical principle s

that determine the fuel-coolant interactions and the range of physical parameter s

over which they are most likely to occur . The initial investigations were

on the self-triggering of fuel-coolant interactions using simulant materials ,

mainly drops of molten tin for the fuel, falling in water for the vaporizable

coolant . These materials were chosen because the experimental arrangement i s

simple and falling drops constitute a type of LMFBR contact mode which i s

important to understand in connection for another area of Culham work concerning

catchers . The experiments which are discussed here are a continuation of thos e

first reported by Buchanan and Dullforce . (6)

Metal was heated electrically in a small crucible and rapidly tippe d

into a bath of water . The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 1 .

The fall distance to the water was small (usually 3 cm), and the water dept h

adjusted so that fuel-coolant interactions of interest always occurred befor e

the drop reached the container base . Measurements were made using thermocouples ,

a high speed cine camera. (up to 11,000 frames per second), a timing device t o

detect the delay between the entry of the drops into the water and th e

self-triggered fuel-coolant interaction, and pressure probes .

A number of features of the experiment had to be carefully controlled t o

get reproducible results . Oxide formation on the hot metal surface wa s

minimised by using a helium atmosphere during the heating process . The water

was distilled and boiled to remove dissolved gas, and a fresh supply was use d

for each experiment . The crucible was rapidly and reproducibly tipped by a n

electric motor .

Parameters that could be varied were the metal and water temperatures ,

the metal mass, the height of the crucible above the water and the wate r

purity by addition of particulate matter as nucleation sites .
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION S

In most of the experiments 1 .2 x 10 2Kg of tin was used in the crucible .

The cine pictures showed that the drops entered the water and fell with a

flattened front with a velocity of about 0 .8 m/s ; examples from a film showing

stages of the interaction are shown in figure 2 . Greater masses of tin were

occasionally used . When these exceeded the Weber stability limit they divided

into a number of drops on entering the water .

The fuel-coolant interaction started after the drops had fallen a few ems ,

corresponding to a time after the drops first contacted the water of the orde r

of tens of ins, depending on the initial temperature of the drop and water . The

interaction was first observed at a localized region on the drop . The size of the

region was below the observational resolution (about 2 .5 x 10-4m) and its position

was not reproducible. The interaction appeared as a growing oscillation o f

liquid movement centred on the initial position . At each expansion

tin was ejected from the main mass . After a few oscillations (ti 3 to 5 )

large quantities of small tin particles were being formed and the whole of the

tin drop rapidly became engulfed by particles, obscuring the view . Sometimes

after a few oscillations one or two other sites became active, but ther e

appearéd to be no correlation between the oscillations at each site . However

in some cases when the pouring had resulted in a column of falling tin, th e

active region propagated up the column . In one experiment using 4 .4 x 10 2Kg of tin

when Weber break-up had resulted in about 20 drops well distributed in the

water ,the fuel-coolant interaction developed on a large number of drops almos t

simultaneously . This interaction may have been triggered by a pressure wave (7 )

or the sites may have simultaneously reached a condition (heat transfer rate ,

vapour thickness, surface temperature etc) that favoured a fuel-coolant interaction .

The evidence that sites on an individual drop do not propagate indicates tha t

at least the second factor should be important .

Qualitatively, a possible explanation is a cyclic model of fuel-coolan t

interactions in .which a fraction of the mechanical energy is fed back to increas e

the surface area (8)(9)(10)(11)(12),
In this model the vapour layer betwee n

the hot metal and coolant becomes unstable and momentary contact of the coolan t

at a point on the surface of the tin drop causes a vapour bubble to form . This

bubble grows into subcooled regions of coolant, the vapour condenses and th e

bubble collapses . The bubble collapse is asymmetric because of the densit y

difference between the hot and cold liquid and so a high velocity coolant jet (13 )
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forms . The jet of coolant penetrates the fuel, disintegrates and rapidly vaporizes .

The vapour pressure is sufficient to drive rapidly a quantity of fuel into th e

coolant . This fuel disintegrates to a very small size while heat from the fue l

particles rapidly vaporizes more coolant . Another vapour bubble forms and th e

cycle is repeated . Buchanan (14) has studied this sequence theoretically an d

shown that the amplitude of oscillation grows provided the ambient pressure

does not exceed a critical value which depends on the physical constants of the

coolant and superheating, if any, of the jet . For example, the critical pressur e

for water with homogeneous nucleation of the jet is 1 .3 x 106 N/m2 .

A feature of the explanation that has not been directly observed

in these fuel-coolant interaction experiments is the formation of a jet . Thi s

may be because initial bubbles were too small to resolve the jets in th e

picture . However - jets have been photographed in more ideal conditions . (15 )

It is also possible that the buffeting of the fuel by asymmetric bubbl e

collapse may be sufficient to cause dispersion, and jets are not always necessary .

Indirect evidence of the result of jet penetration in these thermal interactions

can be seen in the debris when the initial temperature of the metal was near

its melting point . The surface of the metal freezes before the fuel-coolant interactio n

triggers and if the jet is sufficiently powerful it can penetrate the frozen laye r

(16)
(Buchanan

	

has investigated theoretically the penetration conditions) . The

resultant spray of fuel ejected when the jet vaporizes freezes to form a

fern-like debris . An example is shown in figure 3 .

An extensive series of experiments was carried out'to investigate region s

of temperature in which fuel-coolant interactions triggered spontaneously . Future

work will investigate the sensitivity of the regions to applied pressure pulses .

A convenient measure of the violence of the fuel-coolant interaction is th e

fraction of fine debris produced . This is called the percentage disintegration .

It is a well defined quantity in that the debris is a mixture of lumps o f

either large frozen drops or very fine particles (figure 6) . The large lumps

can be easily separated and weighed to find the percentage disintegration . The

violence of the interaction correlated with the percentage disintegration, bu t

the pressure pulses were more difficult to interpret because of variable soun d

reflections within the system .

Figure 4 shows examples of the percentage disintegration plotted agains t

initial fuel temperature and initial coolant temperature for 1 .2 x 10-2Kg of

molten tin dropped into water. . These show that for a particular coolant temperatur e

there is a definite range of fuel temperatures over which self-triggered fuel -

coolant interactions can occur, and fora particular fuel temperature there is

a maximum coolant temperature above which fuel-coolant interactions do not occur .

The cut-offs are sharp; just below the cut-off the percentage disintegration i s

near 100%, and just above the cut-off self-triggered fuel-coolant interaction s

never occurred .
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A large number of experiments were performed to explore fully the effec t

of varying the initial temperatures over a wide range for 1 .2 x 10-2Kg tin drops

falling in water . These are summarized in figure 5 in which condition s

producing a fuel-coolant interaction are marked by circles and no fuel-coolant

interactions are marked by crosses . This shows that the self-triggered fuel-coolan t

interactions only occur in a well defined zone with a vertical boundary nea r

573°K and a diagonal boundary following an empirical relatio n

T 10 - Ts ti 20(Ts - T20)

Extrapolation, if warranted, shows that no fuel-coolant interaction is possibl e

for a tin temperature above 2300°K. The line extrapolates in the other

direction to the coolant saturation temperature, when the fuel temperatur e

equals the saturation temperature . This indicates that heat transfer to a

vapour/fluid interface may be important .

It appears that the fuel-coolant interaction zone is slightly dependen t

on drop mass, and at any particular value of the initial temperatures, ther e

is a minimum mass for fuel-coolant interactions . For example with an initia l

fuel temperature of 773°K and initial coolant temperature of 33 8°K the minimum

mass for self-triggering is 4 x 10 -2Kg .

Figure 6 shows examples of debris of 1 .2 x 1 0-2Kg of tin dropped into coolant a t

338°K for various initial fuel temperatures, corresponding to points marke d

A, B, C and D in the fuel-coolant interaction zone in figure 5 . In case A

where the tin was at 523°K, just above the melting temperature of 505°K, n o

interaction was triggered and the tin fell as one piece and solidified befor e

reaching the base of the coolant container . Passing through the fuel-coolant

interaction zone from point B (initial temperature 643°K) to point C (initia l

temperature 723°K) the fraction of fine debris increased as the diagona l

boundary was approached . At the boundary there was an abrupt cut-off and

picture D, for an initial fuel temperature of 1273°K shows no fine debris .

In order to gain further understanding of the fuel-coolant interactio n

zone, the delay time between the drops entering the coolant and the start o f

the fuel-coolant interaction was measured . Figure 7 shows the delay time

plotted against initial fuel and coolant temperatures . For an initial fue l

temperature of 873°K the time as a function of coolant temperature followe d

the empirical relation

	 1	
=

	

s
343-T

20

where T20 is the initial coolant temperature and 343°K is the cut-off temperature.

For an initial coolant temperature of 307°K the time as a function of fue l
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followed the empirical relation

T = 3 .10
-10

(T 10 - Ts) 3 s

where T 10 is the initial fuel temperature and Ts is the coolant saturatio n

temperature . The measurement as a function of initial fuel temperature i s

in reasonable agreement with Bjornard (17) and Bjorkquist's (18) measurement s

for T20 = 293°K. In both curves the times increased rapidly as the diagonal o f

the fuel-coolant interaction zone was approached, where the most violen t

interaction occurred .

4 . INTERPRETATION OF THE FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTION ZONE

Two of the three boundaries of the fuel-coolant interaction zone are determine d

by freezing and heat transfer through the vapour layer . The horizontal boundary

obviously marks the freezing point of the coolant . Experimentally no interaction

was detected when molten tin was dropped on ice . Similarly. the position of th e

vertical boundary is associated with the freezing point of the fuel, althoug h

this is not quite so obvious since the vertical boundary is about 573°K, ye t

the tin freezing point is 505°K . The position is below the minimum of the

transient heat transfer curve (Stevens and Witte (19) ) for the subcoolings used ,

so the drop surface is in the transition region with intermittent contact wit h

coolant . At contact, the interface temperature T 1 is given by

T10 +	 T20

	

v

k2p 2c 2=T1

	

1+ a

	

a 1+ a '
a

	

k i p l c l

where T 10 and T20 are the bulk fuel and coolant temperature ; k, p and c ar e

the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat ; and the suffix 1 refer s

to fuel and the suffix 2 refers to coolant . For T 1 equal to the tin freezing

point, 505°K, this equation gives a plot of T 20 against T 10 with a slope near

to infinity because, for tin and water, a < 1 . Numerically the plot is near a

temperature of ti 548°K, just below the observed left hand boundary of the

thermal interaction zone at 573°K . The difference may be due to enhanced

heat transfer due to the relative motion of the drop in the water . Further

evidence that freezing determines this boundary is from the shape of ti n

debris from drops with an initial temperature slightly less than the vertica l

boundary temperature . These were rounded with no flattened parts showing

that they always froze before reaching the container base .

An explanation of the diagonal boundary of the fuel-coolant interactio n

zone is that it separates regions of thick from thin vapour films, an d

consequently long and short dwell times . Immediately after the fuel

drop has entered the coolant the rate of heat transported across the vapou r

(thickness d and conductivity k 2v) is
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C T -T \

	

k2p c v
2na2
	 10

6
	 s

k2v = 2na2 (Ts - T2Ô)~jI	
2	

a

	 2+ 2na6up 2vL

where the drop surface is assumed to be at the initial drop temperature ,

and a rough approximation has been made for an average vapour thickness b y

assuming only the leading hemisphere is involved in the heat transfer . The

first of the terms on the right hand side is the rate of heat transfer in th e

water close to the sphere using a thermal skin depth 3k2r/p 2c2 where T = a/v

is the time water takes to pass the sphere of radius a and velocity v (i .e . the

heat transfer is proportional to the square root of the product of the Reynold s

number and Prandtl number) . The second term on the right is the heat require d

to generate vapour with the latent heat L, vapour density p 2v and vapour velocity u .

The unknown vapour velocity can be found in terms of the vapour thicknes s

by considering the equilibrium forces on the sphere . Viscous forces in the

vapour cause a pressure differential Ap across the drop given by

2na6Ap = 2na2
d u 2vp 2v

where
u2v

is the vapour kinematic viscosity .

the drop weight gives

Balancing the pressure agains t

2na2Ap = 4
na2p l g

where p1 is the fuel density .

Solving for u

pg

	

2u ='	 6
3u

2vp2v

and eliminating u from the heat transfer equation give s

T	
- T	 10	 s

6

	

> k2v

	

(Ts

c2v 2d3Lp l g
k2p 2

T20).j .3au 2
v

Figure 8 shows 6 plotted as a function of T s - T20 for various values o f

T 10 for tin drops falling in water . As Ts - T20 increases, 6 falls sharply

from the 'thick' film to 'thin' film region, corresponding to when the term s

for evaporation or heat transport dominate . The maximum vapour velocity i s

ti 50 m/s, corresponding to 5 = 15 x 10 -5m. The equivalent vapour Reynolds numbe r

is ti 100, so the laminar assumption for the vapour motion is justified .

The critical subcooling at the change from thick to thin was found fro m

figure 8 by taking tangents at the ends of the curves . Although this criterion

is rather arbitrary it serves to show the qualitative variation of the change

from thick to thin films . The coolant temperature corresponding to th e
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critical suhcooling is plotted against the initial fuel temperature

and compared to the experimentally measured thermal interaction zone in

figure 9 . It can be seen that the change from thick to thin film

qualitatively describes the diagonal of the fuel-coolant interaction zone . Also

shown are the freezing boundaries of the fuel-coolant interaction zone which ar e

in agreement with observation . Since equation 2 is a function of the dro p

radius and fall velocity, it is not surprising that the diagonal of th e

fuel-coolant interaction zone weakly depends on the drop mass, although the

dependence will be complicated by Weber disintegration if large masses ar e

tipped into the water . It should not be difficult to extend the equatio n

to other fuel-coolant fault modes .

The experiments of Stevens and Witte (19) show similar features eve n

though their heat source was a solid sphere . The sphere was of silver, radiu s

1 .25 x 1 0-2m compared to the fluid tin drop stable radius of about 3 .8 x 10 3m.

The sphere velocity was 1 .5 m/s compared to the tin drop terminal velocity o f

about 0 .8 m/s . Stevens and Witte's results are compared to the fuel-coolan t

interaction zone in figure 10 . The interaction zone has similar boundarie s

to Stevens and Witte's unstable region, where they observe an initially 'thin '

vapour film collapse "precipitously" after a characteristic time of the order of

the fuel-coolant interaction dwell time . Precipitous collapse only developed

below the diagonal line AB which is steeper than the fuel-coolant interactio n

diagonal . Between AB and the top diagonal the film collapsed in a mil d

"progressive" manner . Above the top diagonal where there was no instability ,

the film was 'thick' . Vaughan (20) has suggested that the precipitous collaps e

of tie vapour layer may explain the diagonal of the fuel-coolant interaction zone .

Exact comparison with Stevens and Witte's observations are not valid because thei r

sphere was driven through the water by a swinging arm whereas the tin drop s

fell under gravity .

It is proposed that the dwell time is the time required for the fue l

surface temperature to reach a critical temperature T
c
at which the thin film

becomes unstable . Balancing the rate of heat lost from the fuel to the rat e

of heat transported through the vapour at the time the fuel surface temperatur e

is at T
c

k l p l c l

	

Tc - TS

(T 10 - Tc )

	

T

	

d

	

k2v

2

T d
2(	T	

-
	 10	 l c 1

	

k l p 1 c 1

T - Tc

	

s J

	

k 2

2v

2
T thickfilm

(

a thi.ck

••

. .(4 )

Tthin film

	

.
6
thin
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The ratio, plotted in figure 11,against fuel temperature shows that the thick fil m

dwell time is at least one or two orders of magnitude greater than the thin fil m

dwell time . Because of the limited coolant depth (the fall time to the tank base wa s
ti 0 .3s) it was not surprising that no fuel-coolant interaction was observed in th e

thick film regime . When the falling drops reached the base of the container the

mode changed to the static fuel-coolant interaction mode . Conditions for the

development of instability in the static mode are under investigation .

The approximate equation for the thin film from equation (2) i s

(T l - T ) k
=

	 0

	

s 2v

	

a
Ts - T20

	

Jk2p 2 c2v

(i .e . constant heat flux) . Substitûting for d in equation (3 )

2

	

=
/ T10 - Ts T10- Tc)

	

a k l p l c l
T thin film

	

Ts - T20 Tc - Ts J

	

v k2p2c 2

Similarly equations (2), (3) also give the other extreme o f

3a1r
2vk2v (T10 - Ts)

	

i k1p1c1

	

T10 - Tc

	

2

T thick film

	

C

	

2Lp 1 g

	

)

	

k 2 C Tc - Ts )
2v

Numerically for tin drops in water

2

	

a
(Ts

T10 -Ts T 10 -Tc\

	

-2
T thin film

	

- T20 Tc - T s

	

/)

	

9 .94 .10

	

s

Stevens and Witte (1 9) found experimentally that Tc is a linear function of the

initial sphere temperature given b y

(Tc - 273) = 0 .33 (T 10 - 273 )

(456 < T 10 < 80CPK)

The reason for the variation with T 10 is not clear since one may simply expect

that Tc is only dependent on the instantaneous temperatures and not on the-pas t

history . It is possible that a theory including circumferential temperature

gradients round the sphere may overcome the difficulty . Using this va gue of Tc

in equation (5) gives thin film dwell times higher than our experimental values .

The difference could be due to the omission of a numerica l
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coefficient in the scaling for heat transfer in the coolant used in equation 2 .

We therefore put

2

t thin film - F
	

_

T

	

T

(

T

T 10- T s T10-
_	 TTc

)

	

9 .94 .10-2 s

	

. . . .(6 )

s

	

20

	

c

	

s

where F is a constant for a particular-sized drop . The comparison of equation (6 )

with the experimental results using F = 0 .1 is given in figure 12 . This shows

agreement except at fuel temperatures above 1073°K and coolant temperature s

above 330°K . This is reasonable because at high temperatures the thin fil m

formula is not applicable (see figure 8) .

The critical fuel surface temperature for the development of violen t

vapour instabilities is not necessarily the same as the surface temperature fo r

the collapse of the vapour film . Indeed, Schins (21)(22) has suggested from

empirical evidence that the maximum temperature for collapse of the vapour film i s

the homogeneous nucleation temperature (T H) which for water is 573°K . This is

reasonable since there is direct contact when the film collapses and superhea t

on direct contact cannot exceed TH . However, the highest surface temperatur e

at the onset of violent vapour instability measured by Stevens and Witte (19 )

was much greater, 800°K . The significance of TH and Tc is illustrated in

figure 13 . Below the interface freezing line given by equation (1) the fue l

surface freezes on direct contact with the coolant at a surface temperature S T .

Above TH the surface is vapour blanketed and the interface freezing line i s

inapplicable . Therefore in region A, bounded by the interface freezing line an d

TH , the fuel surface immediately freezes and there is no fuel-coolant interaction .

To the right of this region there will be a fuel-coolant interaction when th e

surface temperature is less than Tc . Tc should depend on the relative velocity

of fuel and coolant, and is therefore a function of drop size, shape and density .

It also may depend on applied pressure pulses, but possibly not the fuel therma l

diffusivity . In region B where the initial fuel temperature is below T c there

should be a fuel-coolant interaction with no dwell time (assuming the growt h

time for instabilities to develop is negligible) . In region C the fuel-coolant

interaction should develop after a dwell time for the fuel surface to cool dow n

to Tc . Obviously if Tc lies in region A the fuel will cool and freeze without

a fuel-coolant interaction . It is also important to note that in the vapour

blanketed region above TH a fuel coolant interaction will not oe ci : if Tc <
TM '

the fuel melting point . This would explain a Culham experimental observatio n

that small drops of tin with an initial temperature above the fuel-coolan t

interaction zone diagonal fall to the container base and freeze showing tha t

a vapour film can collapse with no fuel-coolant interaction. One can hypothesis e

that an essential feature of violent spontaneous instability, Tc > TM , occur s
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only when there is a relative motion of fuel and coolant . Larger

drops (> ti 1 0
-2

Kg) often produce. the Long type fuel-coolant interaction stati c

mode, especially when they fall into the corner of a sharp edged container .

Similar observation on large quantities of tin have been made by Briggs (23 ) .

Briggs also finds that aluminium will only produce a Long type interaction .

The absence of a falling drop mode of fuel-coolant interaction with aluminium

indicates that Tc under the conditions of Briggs' experiment was less than the

freezing point of aluminium (932°K) .

Lastly, it is worth noting that the direct contact superheating/homogeneou s

nucleation theory (24) is not directly applicable to these experiments becaus e

the interface temperature exceeds TH in the fuel-coolant interaction zone and

vapour blanketing must occur . However it is possible that the mechanism i s

important in the jet penetration stage of the dispersal mechanism of the falling

drop mode and in the Long type static mode because both are cases of coolant

trapped in fuel which is an essential feature of the theory .

5 . IMPLICATIONS FOR SODIUM INTERACTIONS

Fuels of interest in the LMFBR are uranium dioxide and stainless steel .

As an example a falling drop of radius 5 .10 3m is considered .

The melting point of uranium dioxide (TM = 30780K) is above the sodium

TH of 2425°K so liquid uranium dioxide is vapour blanketed (figure 14) . Equation (2 )

shows that the vapour layer changes from thick to thin at a subcooling of 28°C fo r

T 10 = 3500°K (the lower limit of the boiling point of uranium dioxide) and 23° K

for T10 = 3078°K . For greater subcoolings the film thickness is < 10 5m.

Therefore in most practical cases with appreciable subcoolings the vapour is in

the thin film region . A falling drop fuel-coolant interaction will occur

provided Tc > 3078°K, the fuel melting point, with a maximum dwell time o f

0 .096s (equation 5) corresponding to Tc = TM and T 10 = fuel boiling temperature .

The drop velocity is 1 m/s so the maximum distance the drop falls before a

fuel-coolant interaction occurs is ti 0 .1m .

The stainless steel case is slightly more complicated because Tm - 1700°K < TH .
Initial fuel temperatures less than TH or the interface freezing line shown in

figure 14 should not produce a fuel-coolant interaction because the fuel freeze s

on contact with the coolant . Above TH the drops are vapour blanketed in the

thin film regime for subcoolings > 20°K and the film thickness is < 10 -5m.

Falling drop fuel-coolant interactions occur provided Tc TH or the interface

freezing line . The maximum dwell time, corresponding to Tc = TH and
T103-

fuel

boiling point is only 6 .10-3s . At this time the drop has fallen ti 6 .10 m

so, if the fuel-coolant interaction develops, it starts almost immediately .
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These conclusions are consistent with Armstrong's (25) experiments .

When drops of uranium dioxide (of mass between 8 .8 x 1 0-3Kg and 23 .6 x 10 3Kg ,

and temperature 3173°K) were tipped into sodium (temperature between 473°K an d

873°K) pressures of up to 4 .8 x 106 N/m2 were produced with a rise time

1 .10 .4 to 3 .10-4s . This indicates T c > uranium dioxide melting point . The

dwell time was between 0 .032s and 0 .285s, in agreement with the value of

< 0 .096s from equation (5) . In contrast, experiments with stainless steel o f

temperature < Tu dropped into sodium produced no or very small pressure pulse s

(< 4 .105 N/m2 ) with short delay times between 3 .10-3s and 18 .10-3s . Only a

small interaction would be predicted because of fuel freezing and the observed

short dwell time is also in agreement with equation (5) which gave < 6 .10-3s .

In this discussion radiative heat transfer across the vapour layer ha s

been ignored . This may be significant for a fuel temperature of > ti 2000°K .

Since, by equation (2), the heat absorbed by the coolant i s . fixed, the effec t

of including radiation is to increase the evaporation rate, thereby increasin g

the dwell time .

It is obvious from this discussion that in order to say if fuel-coolan t

interactions will occur in any given situation an understanding of the physica l

basis of T c is required .

CONCLUSION

We have considered the effects of fuel-coolant interactions in a hypothetica l

fault sequence, emphasising that debris and vapour production as well as th e

pressure pulse can be important factors . The fuel-coolant interaction has bee n

classified into types, according to possible modes of mixing in the faul t

sequence . Culham has been studying one type, the self-triggering of fallin g

drops, by simulant experiments . I t_ is found that there . is a definite

zone of interaction on a plot of initial temperature of fuel versus the initia l

temperature of coolant, and dwell times and violence of the interaction increas e

as the diagonal is approached .

The vertical and horizontal boundaries of the zone are explicable in term s

of freezing of fuel and coolant respectively . The diagonal boundary seem s

to be associated with the formation of a thick vapour film, and scalin g

relations that predict the boundary and dwell times are derived .
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LIST OF SYMBOL S

a m

	

Drop radius

c J/Kg°K Specific hea t

g m/s2 Gravitional acceleration (9 .81 )

k J/sm°K Thermal conductivity

L J/Kg Latent heat

T °K

	

Temperature

t s Time

u m/s Vapour velocity

3 m/s Drop fall velocity

a

	

Coefficient in heat transfer equation = (k2p2c2 /k 1 p 1 c 1 )
ApN/m2

	

Pressure differential across the dro p

d m

	

Vapour thicknes s

u m
2
/s Kinematic viscosit y

p Kg/m3 Density

a J/m2

	

Surface tensio n

T S

	

Dwell time

Subscripts

1

	

Fuel (tin in these simulation experiments)

2

	

Coolant (water in these simulation experiments )

0

	

Value at time zero (time at which the drop reached the coolant )

H Homogeneous nucleation

M

	

Melting value

s

	

Saturated valu e

c

	

Critical valu e

3 Vapour value
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Fig. 1

	

Experimental arrangement



-Wate r-Water Leve l

Before interaction

	

time 57m s

Interaction

	

65m s

Fig .2 Frames from ciné film showing fuel-coolant interactions of tin dropped int o
water (tin Mass 1 .2 x 10-2 kg, tin temperature 873K, water temperature 323K )

Fig .3 Debris from experiment using tin near its melting point showin g
ejection of tin from singular points on the surface .
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Fig . 4 Examples of percentage disintegration as a function of
initial temperature :1 . 2x 10 -2 kg of tin dropped into water.
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Examples of debris from various regions of the fuel- coolant interaction zone fo r

1 .2x 10-2 kg of tin dropped into water at 338 K . The letters refer to positions i n

the zone given in figure 5
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Fig.7 Dwell time for fuel- coolant interactions as a function
of fuel and coolant temperatures for 1 .2 x10- 2 kg drops .
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Average vapour thickness as a function of coolant and fuel
temperature (1 . 2 x 1 0-2kg tin drops falling in water)
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Fig. 9 Fuel -coolant interaction zone-comparison of theory and experimen t

for 1 . 2 x 10 -2 kg tin drops falling in water.
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Ratio of thick-to thin-film dwell times for 1 . 2x1 0-2 kg
tin drops falling in water
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1 . 2 x 10- 2 kg tin drops falling in water.
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Implication of the fuel-coolant interaction zone
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Uranium dioxide /sodium and steel/sodium system s

(the shaded regions are the temperature ronge
overwhich the fuel is liquid . )
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/2

Bankoff

	

You mentioned briefly bubble collapse in a subcooled liquid as a

source of fragmentation following breakdown of film boiling.

I am doubtful of this mechanism, barring the arrival of a large

pressure pulse .' This is because the conditions for formation of

a penetrating microjet following asymmetric bubble collaps e

may not exist at the liquid-liquid interface . As the bubble
begins to collapse the kinetic energy of the liquid tends to pull
it away from the surface, so that the penetration power of the
microjet, if it exists, is much less than in the Plesset - Chapman
calculation. Also, the possibility of surface deformation an d
non-zero surface velocity of the hot liquid further reduces the

asymmetry of the external flow field .

Reynolds

	

Firstly, I should emphasize that the theme of the paper does no t

depend on the validity of the Plesset jet hypothesis . We mentioned
the observation of FCI dispersion being associated with growing

bubble oscillations to emphasise that our experiments are not

primarily concerned with any superheat .

In answer to your comment, computer calculations show that th e

bubble does not pull away from the wall and also surface deforma-
tion of the hot liquid is small for the large ratio of density of ho t

liquid to density of cold liquid that occurs in practical situations .
However, the effect may be reduced because the development of

the jet depends on the formation of an acute contact angle at th e

bubble base which would require the formation of a bubble on a

timescale much less than the time for bubble vapour to leak int o

the vapour film . On the other hand, recent calculations allowing

for the effect of surface tension in three dimensions predict a n

increased jet velocity .
Finally, the analysis of the initial formation of the bubble an d

jet is further complicated for a falling drop by the high vapou r
velocity between the fuel and coolant, parallel velocity of the

coolant, possible internal circulation in the drop and non-uniform
drop shape .


